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Executive Summary
Active fixed income (FI) managers have had a very good run. From 1997–2017, and especially
in recent years, the average active FI manager has delivered a markedly higher risk-adjusted
active return (information ratio) than the average active U.S. large-cap equity manager. This has
prompted some to suggest that active FI management is easy (at least in a relative sense). In this
Alternative Thinking we examine a range of popular active FI categories (Global Aggregate, U.S.
Core-Plus, and Unconstrained Bond) and find that a persistent overweight to high yield (HY)
credit explains the majority of FI manager active returns. In addition to implying that active
returns may overstate true manager skill, this has a vital implication for asset owners: active FI
strategies may significantly reduce the strategic diversification benefit of FI as an asset class.1

1

In the appendix we also examine a broad set of high yield managers and find, in contrast with other FI categories, they provide too little
exposure to the credit risk premium.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Introduction
Fixed income (FI) is a key building block of

possible ways in which active views can be

most investors' portfolios. The canonical

expressed within FI. Rather, we focus on the

60/40 portfolio combines exposures to

stalwart categories of active FI managers: (i)

equity markets (60%) and FI markets (40%).

Global Aggregate benchmarked portfolios, (ii)

While we can debate whether a 60/40 capital

U.S. Aggregate benchmarked portfolios with

allocation is optimal given the differences

allowance for out of benchmark exposures

in volatilities across equity and FI markets,

(sometimes called “Core-Plus”), and (iii)

most would agree that some combination of

Unconstrained Bond portfolios generally

equity and FI is desirable in a strategic asset

benchmarked to cash (the so-called “go

allocation. With that background, it is useful

anywhere” active FI managers).

to consider the role of active FI management
in the context of a broader strategic asset

In the following sections, we first document

allocation.

performance across these three categories
of active FI managers and contrast that

Ideally, active management should generate

performance with large cap equity active

active returns that are an enhancement to

managers. We then document, consistent with

the overall portfolio. The most obvious way to

Mattu et al (2016), that the majority of active

achieve this is to ensure that the active returns

returns for FI managers can be explained

are uncorrelated with traditional market risks

by exposure to credit markets. While many

present in the investor’s portfolio. The primary

practitioners may have recognized this within

risk in an investor’s portfolio is typically public

an individual category, its pervasiveness

equity markets (especially true for the 60/40

across fixed income active management

allocation). The simple question we seek to

categories, as well as the implication for

answer is whether the active returns of FI

investor portfolios, does not appear to be fully

managers preserve the diversifying potential

appreciated. If most active FI returns are as

of an FI allocation.

a result of the credit risk premium — which
is related to the equity risk premium — the

FI markets are enormous. As of September

resulting diversification loss can dampen the

30, 2017, the Bloomberg Barclays Global

risk-adjusted performance of an investor’s

Aggregate Index contained investment grade

overall portfolio. We show this is indeed the

rated debt amounting to 47 trillion dollars.

case. Traditional active managers may argue

Inside this “sandbox” rests a variety of bonds

their tilt toward the credit risk premium is

issued by governments, government-related

tactical, and they are adding value by timing

entities, corporations, as well as asset-backed

credit spreads. The data, however, suggests

securities. In addition to this, there are other

this is not a plausible explanation for manager

parts of the FI market outside of the Global

composites. First, credit tilts are consistently

Aggregate, including inflation-linked bonds,

positive and do not vary significantly over time.

tax-exempt municipal bonds, floating rate

Second, to the extent that there are deviations

debt, HY debt, bank loans, and so on. Our

in credit tilts, they only weakly predict future

purpose here is not to describe all of the

credit returns.
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Manager Outperformance
We study performance information from the

and Unconstrained Bond. To ensure cross-

eVestment database of institutional managers

sectional comparability of our analysis, we

from 1997–2017. As with all historical analyses

limit ourselves only to funds within a category

of manager returns, there is a concern of

that have a benchmark that clearly mirrors

survivorship bias and back-filling. In our

the category.3 In addition, we require the base

application, however, survivorship bias

currency to be USD. For Global Aggregate

concerns are mitigated somewhat as we are

managers, we are able to find 89 USD funds in

not interested in the magnitude as much

the database, and we end up with 53 funds that

as the correlation structure of the returns.

have the Global Aggregate benchmark and

That said, caution is always advised when

sufficient returns data for the analysis.4 For

interpreting returns from historical data that

Core-Plus, the same filtering criteria yields 115

may have selected “better” managers.

funds, and for Unconstrained Bond, 27 funds.

2

The funds we end up using represent 70%
We extract monthly manager and benchmark

of the eligible number of funds available on

returns that belong to the three categories

eVestment in these three categories (and 69%

described earlier: Global Aggregate, Core-Plus,

of the assets under management).

2

Unfortunately, we cannot completely rule out that survivorship bias may account for some of the observed correlation between active
returns and credit. Over the last 20 years, HY credit excess returns have been quite positive. Thus, funds with greater HY exposure
may have exhibited greater tendency to survive.

3

We use “fund” to denote the return streams reported by managers, which may be composites of institutional portfolio returns as well
as commingled fund returns.

4

We use benchmarks the managers have specified to eVestment. We have repeated all of our analysis using pseudo-benchmarks, the
benchmark that most closely tracked the total returns of the respective fund. Inferences are similar with that approach.
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Exhibit 1 reports average annualized “active

last ten years (2008–2017) and the last five years

returns” (the difference between fund total

(2013–2017). Returns are all gross of fees. For

returns and benchmark total returns),

comparison, we also report similar statistics for

annualized volatility of active returns

an equal weighted portfolio across a set of 365

(tracking error), and information ratios (the

U.S. large cap equity active funds. Looking at

ratio of average annualized active returns to

information ratios, risk-adjusted returns have

annualized volatility of active returns) for a

been notably better for the three main active

composite portfolio within each category that

FI categories than the active equity category

equal weights across all available managers at

during the past decade.

each point in time. We compute statistics over
three samples: the full sample 1997–2017, the

Exhibit 1

FI Managers Have Tended to Outperform Their Benchmarks
Monthly Returns, 1997–2017
1997–2017
Active
Return

2008–2017

TE

IR

Active
Return

2013–2017

TE

IR

Active
Return

TE

IR

Global Agg

0.4%

1.2%

0.33

0.8%

1.3%

0.63

0.5%

0.9%

0.55

Core-Plus

0.8%

1.4%

0.62

1.2%

1.8%

0.70

0.9%

0.9%

1.08

Unconstrained

4.5%

4.6%

0.97

6.5%

5.1%

1.27

4.3%

2.9%

1.50

US Large Cap
Core Equities

0.7%

1.7%

0.43

0.0%

1.0%

0.02

-0.4%

0.6%

-0.71

Source: AQR, eVestment. All four categories above are defined by eVestment. Composites used in this analysis are equal-weighted
averages of the monthly returns of managers within each category. Composites include only the managers in each category that a) have
benchmarks that clearly mirror the category, b) have a base currency in USD, and c) have at least one year of returns. The inception date
of each manager varies. All returns are gross of fees. Data as of 9/30/2017. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance.
Please see the final pages of this document for important disclosures.
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Is active investing in FI easy? Some,

returns and HY excess returns is 0.51, with

including Baz et al (2017), have argued that

an interquartile range from 0.26 to 0.72.

structural features of the FI market (e.g.,

For Core-Plus funds, the median correlation

OTC trading, refinancing actions of issuers,

between active fund returns and HY excess

naïve index reconstitution rules, larger share

returns is 0.80 with an interquartile range

of participants with non-economic motives,

from 0.63 to 0.88. For Unconstrained Bond

etc.) create more opportunities for active

funds, the median correlation between active

FI managers to add “alpha.” At first glance,

fund returns and HY excess returns is 0.79

Exhibit 1 is consistent with this assertion. But

with an interquartile range from 0.52 to 0.87.

let’s probe a little deeper. Exhibit 2 displays
scatter plots of average fund manager active

We find remarkably consistent results

returns against HY credit returns in excess

across categories: a large portion of active FI

of duration-matched Treasuries (“HY excess

manager returns can be explained by exposure

returns”).5 It is strikingly clear that active

to credit markets. It is useful to keep in mind

returns for all three categories have a very

that the above analysis is a returns-based

strong correlation with HY excess returns:

(not holdings-based) attribution. It does not

0.76 for Global Aggregate, 0.95 for Core-Plus

necessarily imply that active FI mangers are

and 0.82 for Unconstrained Bond.

buying HY corporate bonds en-masse. But
it does suggest whatever it is they are doing

These positive correlations are not caused

(carry trades, overweighting securitized assets

by just a few highly directional FI managers.

that embed credit risk, etc.) ends up providing

As an alternative to examining average

the investor with something that resembles –

(across managers) active returns we can

and is highly correlated with – HY exposure.

repeat the prior analysis fund-by-fund and

This is hardly comforting for an investment

look at the distribution of correlations in

into an asset class that is meant to provide

Exhibit 2B. For Global Aggregate funds,

diversification from equity markets.

the median correlation between active fund

5

In particular, we use Bank of America Merrill Lynch H0A0 returns in excess of duration-matched Treasuries.

Back to the Table of Contents
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Exhibit 2

Active FI Returns Correlate Strongly with Credit Markets
Quarterly Returns, 1997–2017

Core-Plus

Global Agg
4%

3%
2%

Correlation: 0.76

1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

25%

Average Core-Plus Manager
Active Return

Average Global Aggregate Manager
Active Return

2A: FI Active Returns vs. HY Credit Excess Returns

3%

Correlation: 0.95

2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

HY Excess Return

HY Excess Return

Unconstrained Bonds
Average Unconstrained Manager
Active Return

◄

12%
8%

Correlation: 0.82

4%
0%
-4%
-8%
-12%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

25%

HY Excess Return

2B: Distribution of FI Active Returns-HY Correlation
HY Correlation by Percentile
25%

50%

75%

Global Agg

0.26

0.51

0.72

Core-Plus

0.63

0.80

0.88

Unconstrained

0.52

0.79

0.87

Source: AQR, eVestment. All three categories above are defined by eVestment. Composites used in this analysis are equal-weighted averages
of the monthly returns of managers within each category. Composites include only the managers in each category that a) have benchmarks
that clearly mirror the category, b) have a base currency in USD, and c) have at least one year of returns. The inception date of each manager
varies. All returns are gross of fees. Data as of 9/30/2017. Figure 2A graphs the active (excess of benchmark) returns of each composite
against the returns of the Bank of America Merrill Lynch H0A0 Index in excess of duration-matched Treasuries (“HY credit excess”). Figure
2B shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile cutoffs for the full sample correlations between the active returns of the individual managers
in each category and the HY credit excess returns. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please see the final pages of
this document for important disclosures.

25%
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Perhaps FI Managers Are Timing
Credit Spreads Successfully?
A potential justification for the credit exposure

Exhibit 3 displays rolling 36 month correlations

embedded in FI manager active returns is

between average active returns for a given FI

that it reflects managers’ “timing” ability. If

category and contemporaneous credit market

active FI managers possess the ability to time

excess returns. Across all three FI categories,

credit spreads, we should expect (a) to see

the rolling correlation is consistently positive.

meaningful variation in their HY exposures

Yes, there is some temporal variation in the

over time given the very different credit market

extent to which FI active managers are “long”

conditions that have existed over the last 20

credit markets, but there is scant evidence

years, and (b) periods of greater HY exposure

of any short views.6 In as much as managers

to coincide with periods of credit market

adjust their exposures to credit, they tend to

outperformance.

vary between long and very long.

Exhibit 3

Persistent Correlation of FI Active Returns with HY Credit
Rolling 3-Year Correlation of Active Returns with HY Excess Returns (3-month overlapping returns)
20.0%

1.00
0.75

10.0%

0.25
0.00

0.0%

-0.25
-0.50

-10.0%

-0.75
-1.00

-20.0%

Global Agg

Unconstrained

Core-Plus

Trailing 3y HY Return Ann. (RHS)

Source: AQR, eVestment. All three categories above are defined by eVestment. Composites used in this analysis are equal-weighted
averages of the monthly returns of managers within each category. Composites include only the managers in each category that a) have
benchmarks that clearly mirror the category, b) have a base currency in USD, and c) have at least one year of returns. The inception date
of each manager varies. All returns are gross of fees. Data as of 9/30/2017. The chart above graphs the rolling 3-year correlation of each
composite with HY credit excess, using overlapping 3-month active returns. The chart also includes the rolling, trailing 3-year HY credit
excess return. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please see the final pages of this document for important
disclosures.
6

We have repeated all of this analysis by fund with very similar results (i.e., positive and relatively stable exposure to credit excess
returns) so it is not the case that a small number of funds are skewing the average result.

HY Excess Return

0.50
Correlation

◄

◄
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As a more direct test of timing ability,

correlations are modest, ranging from 0.09 for

we ask whether managers tend to have

unconstrained managers to 0.27 for Core-Plus

larger exposures than average when credit

managers. This suggests positive, but very

outperforms and smaller exposures than

limited, HY timing ability for FI managers in

average when credit underperforms. To this

aggregate.7

end, we compute the median correlation
across managers of (a) 36 month rolling betas

Overall, we conclude that a significant portion

of active returns to HY excess returns to

of FI manager active returns comes from being

(b) contemporaneous 36 month HY excess

overweight, structurally and permanently,

returns. A positive correlation implies that

sources of return that are highly correlated

managers have tended to have a positive

with HY credit.8 We next discuss the downside

(negative) “tactical beta” when credit markets

of this effective credit overweight to overall

outperform (underperform), and is indicative

strategic allocations, namely a reduction in

of timing ability. The median

overall portfolio diversification.

7

An additional test of market timing ability, and one that more easily facilitates statistical inference, is the so-called TreynorMazuy (1966) measure, in which we regress active returns on HY excess returns and the square of HY excess returns. A positive
coefficient on squared HY excess returns is indicative of market timing ability (intuitively, it indicates active returns tend to be
larger, conditional on average exposures, when credit excess returns are larger). Across all categories we find that this coefficient is
statistically indistinguishable from zero, validating our conclusion that any HY timing ability is quite modest.

8

While alpha is not the focus of this paper, the structural overweight to credit suggests that average active returns meaningfully
overstate the true “alpha” managers are delivering. A thorough analysis of FI manager alpha, incorporating additional factors and
accounting for fees and biases, would require a longer paper and is the subject of future research.

◄
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So What Is the Loss of
Diversification?
Given the strong performance of HY over

Exhibit 4 presents two pairs of scatter plots:

the last 20 years, the effective structural

U.S. Aggregate returns against S&P 500 and

credit overweight embedded in active

Core-Plus returns against S&P 500 (all returns

returns of Global Aggregate, Core-Plus,

are in excess of cash). Over the full sample,

and Unconstrained Bond managers has

the U.S. Aggregate has tended to provide

improved the standalone performance of

excellent diversification to equities, realizing

these strategies, but it has reduced their

a -0.33 correlation with the S&P 500. An equal

diversifying characteristics. Such diversifying

weighted portfolio of Core-Plus managers, on

characteristics are a central motivation for

the other hand, has actually realized a positive

holding FI within a strategic asset allocation,

correlation to equities over the full sample,

as they have historically mitigated equity

+0.05. In other words, the structural effective

risk. Given the high correlation between

credit overweight is strong enough to change

HY and equities, by being overweight credit

the sign of the correlation of FI returns to

risk, fixed income managers are inducing

equity returns from negative to slightly positive.

positive correlation to equities relative to the

This effect is even stronger since 2008 where,

benchmark. Indeed, the correlations of active

according to Exhibit 3, FI managers across

FI returns to U.S. equities (S&P 500) over the

categories have tended to have an even higher

full sample are 0.67, 0.73 and 0.63 for Global

effective credit exposure. During this time

Aggregate, Core-Plus, and Unconstrained

period the correlation of U.S. Aggregate returns

Bond managers, respectively. Correlations to

to the S&P is -0.22, while an equal weighted

Global Equities are of a similar magnitude.

portfolio of Core-Plus managers has realized a

9

correlation of +0.33.10
To get a feel for how correlation with equity
risk in FI manager active returns mitigates the
diversifying effects of FI within a portfolio,

9

Correlations of active returns with MSCI World for Global Aggregate, Core-Plus and Unconstrained Bond managers were 0.64, 0.68
and 0.66 respectively.

10

For brevity we show Core-Plus (vs. U.S. equity) returns throughout this section, but results are broadly similar if we examine Global
Aggregate or Unconstrained Bonds, vs. either U.S. or global equities.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
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Exhibit 4

Persistent Credit Exposure Reduces the Diversifying Benefits of FI
U.S. Aggregate and Average Core-Plus Manager vs. S&P 500

Quarterly Returns
Average Core-Plus Manager vs. S&P 500 Index: 19972017

6%

Correlation: -0.33

4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

8%
6%

25%

Correlation: 0.05

4%

2%
0%
-2%
-4%

-6%
-8%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

25%

S&P 500 Index

S&P 500 Index

US Aggregate Index vs. S&P 500 Index: 20082017

Average Core-Plus Manager vs. S&P 500 Index: 20082017

8%
6%

Average Core-Plus Manager

US Aggregate Index

8%

Average Core-Plus Manager

US Aggregate Index vs. S&P 500 Index: 19972017

US Aggregate Index

◄

Correlation: -0.22

4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

S&P 500 Index

15%

25%

8%

6%

Correlation: 0.33

4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-25%

-15%

-5%

5%

15%

S&P 500 Index

Source: AQR, eVestment. Both categories above are defined by eVestment. Composites used in this analysis are equal-weighted averages
of the monthly returns of managers within each category. Composites include only the managers in each category that a) have benchmarks
that clearly mirror the category, b) have a base currency in USD, and c) have at least one year of returns. The inception date of each
manager varies. All returns are gross of fees. Data as of 9/30/2017. The charts above represent the quarterly returns of each category
versus the S&P 500, both over the full sample and over the last ten years. All returns are excess of U.S. 3-month Treasury bills. Past
performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please see the final pages of this document for important disclosures.

25%

◄
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Despite the strong performance of credit over

Not only is the risk level higher on average for

the sample, the positive correlation induced by

60/40 Core-Plus than for 60/40 U.S. Aggregate,

an active effective credit overweight can have

but the less favorable diversification benefit

undesirable effects in the context of a total

of active FI managers has also tended to rear

portfolio. As a proxy for a typical strategic

its head at quite painful times for investors.

allocation we use a 60% U.S. Equities/40%

For example, if we look at the average

U.S. Bonds portfolio. We look at two 60/40

performance of both 60/40 portfolios during

portfolios: “60/40 U.S. Aggregate,” which

the ten worst equity quarters, 60/40 Core-

holds 60% in the S&P 500 and 40% in the

Plus has lagged 60/40 U.S. Aggregate by an

U.S. Aggregate index, and “60/40 Core-Plus,”

average of 0.4% per quarter. Taking the most

which holds 60% in the S&P 500 and 40% in

extreme quarterly equity market loss as an

a portfolio that equal weights across Core-Plus

example, the fourth quarter of 2008 in which

managers. The annualized volatility of 60/40

U.S. equities returned -24%, U.S. Aggregate

U.S. Aggregate over the full sample is 9.5%.

returns were +4%, somewhat mitigating the

Holding a portfolio of Core-Plus managers

equity drawdown. Core-Plus returns, on the

in place of the U.S. Aggregate, annualized

other hand, were effectively flat (+0.3%) due to

volatility rises by 0.6% to 10.1%. Over the last

the underperformance of credit. During the

ten years the risk impact has been marginally

quarter in which it was needed most, active FI

more pronounced, 60/40 U.S. Aggregate has

diversification was elusive.

realized 9.8% annualized volatility, while
60/40 Core-Plus has realized 10.6%.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
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Conclusion
We have found across active FI categories,

to FI investing which may offer investors a

managers choose to be overweight credit or

different way to outperform their benchmarks

hold exposures that are highly correlated

without employing a “long credit all the time”

with credit. This importantly suggests that

active tilt.12 Systematic approaches might allow

average active returns overstate the true "alpha"

investors to generate outperformance relative

in active FI management. We also discussed

to FI benchmarks that is not correlated to

the loss of diversification from including

credit or equity markets, which would therefore

active FI mandates of this type in a broader

enhance, rather than detract from, overall

portfolio. In an earlier Alternative Thinking

portfolio diversification.

11

report, we examined a systematic approach

11

Our empirical analysis has focused on institutional credit managers, but our other research shows similar structural biases to
overweight credit among credit mutual funds, credit hedge funds, and even government bond oriented funds (see Israel-PalharesRichardson 2017 and Brooks-Moskowitz 2017).

12

See Alternative Thinking 2016 Third Quarter: “Style Investing in Fixed Income.”
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Appendix: High Yield Managers
Global Aggregate, Core-Plus, and Unconstrained Bond managers have provided active returns
that are highly positively correlated with HY credit excess returns. What about HY managers
themselves? Do they too demonstrate a persistent credit overweight relative to their benchmark?
We repeat the same analysis as above on the universe of HY managers. In particular, we
examine the performance of 167 HY managers (out of a possible 242 in eVestment – the vast
majority of exclusions were due to bespoke benchmarks) within the HY universe to assess the
extent to which their active returns correlate with HY credit excess returns. In contrast with the
other categories, for HY managers the correlation between active returns and HY excess returns
is negative. Typical HY managers, while not generating active returns that are dependent on
credit beta, are providing notably less “beta” exposure than the benchmark. Indeed, since 1997
the median (across managers) beta of HY manager returns to their stated benchmark is 0.87.
Why are HY managers' active risks defensive, in contrast to other FI managers? HY is by
definition the riskiest part of the corporate bond universe, so unlike managers in other
categories, HY managers cannot enhance returns by adding persistent out-of-benchmark
exposures to other FI sectors. In addition, many HY managers tend to avoid lower rated, highspread names, driven by the belief that their default risk is not attractively compensated, while
actual default events create adverse headline risk on manager holdings.13
Whatever the motivation, in the recent period of contracting credit spreads, this beta shortfall
has created a meaningful headwind for HY managers, and is a major contributor to HY
managers underperforming the benchmark over the last five and ten years (although over the
full sample, positive active returns indicate that HY managers have, on average, been able to
overcome the beta shortfall). Simply managing their portfolio to a beta of one, would have added
0.61% (0.66%) per annum to the typical HY manager since 2013 (2008).
In the context of a 60/40 portfolio, the HY beta shortfall should reduce overall portfolio risk.
Presumably, however, the optimal exposure to HY would have been determined as part of the
strategic asset allocation. If managers are consistently delivering betas below one, they are
tinkering with the overall desired portfolio risk/return profile. Unlike the other categories we
examined above, this has also come at the cost of lower realized returns.

13

While BB issues have realized higher risk-adjusted returns over 1997–2017, B and CCC issues have realized similar levels of
risk-adjusted returns.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Exhibit A1

High Yield Manager Performance
Monthly Returns, 1997–2017
1997–2017

High Yield

2008–2017

2013–2017

Active
Return

TE

IR

Active
Return

TE

IR

Active
Return

TE

IR

0.6%

1.6%

0.40

-0.2%

1.7%

-0.11

0.0%

0.7%

0.05

Exhibit A2

High Yield Manager Returns Negatively Correlated With Credit
FI Active vs. HY Credit Excess, Quarterly Returns, 1997–2017
5%
4%
3%

Correlation: -0.51

2%
Active Return

Average High Yield Manager

◄

1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%
-25%

-20%

-15%

-10%

-5%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

HY Excess Return
Source: AQR, eVestment. The High Yield category above is defined by eVestment. The composite used in the above analysis is an equalweighted average of the monthly returns of managers within the category. The composite includes only the managers in the category that
a) have benchmarks that clearly mirror the category, b) have a base currency in USD, and c) have at least one year of returns. The inception
date of each manager varies. All returns are gross of fees. Data as of 9/30/2017. Exhibit A1 uses the monthly active returns to compute
summary statistics over the three sample periods. Exhibit 2B graphs the quarterly active returns of the composite against the HY excess
credit returns. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please see the final pages of this document for important
disclosures.
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Disclosures
This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer or
any advice or recommendation to purchase any securities or other financial instruments and may not be construed as such. The factual
information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the author and AQR Capital Management, LLC (“AQR”)
to be reliable but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not to be regarded as a representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of
any investment decision. This document is intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered by AQR, and it is not
to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The information set forth herein has been provided to you as secondary information
and should not be the primary source for any investment or allocation decision.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance
This presentation is not research and should not be treated as research. This presentation does not represent valuation judgments with
respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or sector that may be described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal
or official view of AQR.
The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof and neither the author nor AQR undertakes to advise you of any
changes in the views expressed herein. It should not be assumed that the author or AQR will make investment recommendations in the
future that are consistent with the views expressed herein, or use any or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described herein
in managing client accounts. AQR and its affiliates may have positions (long or short) or engage in securities transactions that are not
consistent with the information and views expressed in this presentation.
The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or
for other reasons. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. The information in this presentation has been
developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither AQR nor the author guarantees the accuracy,
adequacy or completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be
relied on in making an investment or other decision.
There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual
future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon
as such. Target allocations contained herein are subject to change. There is no assurance that the target allocations will be achieved,
and actual allocations may be significantly different than that shown here. This presentation should not be viewed as a current or past
recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy.
The information in this presentation may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets,
forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies described herein, and is only current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance
that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in this presentation,
including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be
superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Performance of all cited indices is calculated on a total return basis with
dividends reinvested.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Broad-based securities indices are unmanaged and are not
subject to fees and expenses typically associated with managed accounts or investment funds. Investments cannot be made directly in an
index.
The investment strategy and themes discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives
and financial situation.
Neither AQR nor the author assumes any duty to, nor undertakes to update forward looking statements. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of AQR, the author or any other person as to the accuracy and completeness or fairness
of the information contained in this presentation, and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any such information. By accepting this
presentation in its entirety, the recipient acknowledges its understanding and acceptance of the foregoing statement.
The data and analysis contained herein are based on theoretical and model portfolios and are not representative of the performance of
funds or portfolios that AQR currently manages.
Gross performance results do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees, which would reduce an investor’s actual return.
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